We report on a study of energetic, isolated photons in a sample of ~ 320000 Z° hadronic decays. Energetic isolated photons probe the short-distance structure of QCD. We compare our data with the prediction of several QCD-based calculations. A search for new processes with one or two photons in the hadronic final state is also presented. No evidence for physics beyond the standard model is found.
Introduction
The study of energetic, isolated photons (direct photons) in hadronic Z° decays at LEP offers an important probe of the short-distance structure of QCD [ 1 ] . Although the elementary processes of pho ton and gluon emission are closely related, photons 
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have the advantage of appearing directly in the final state, whereas gluons undergo a complex evolution into hadrons. In addition to their value as probes of perturbative QCD and QED, direct photons serve as signatures of new physical phenomena. Previous studies of final state radiation at lower en ergy e+e" colliders [2 ] were limited by a large con tamination due to photons radiated from the initial state electrons and positrons. At the Z° resonance this background is strongly suppressed, making LEP -i.
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an ideal laboratory for this study. The primary back ground to direct photons at LEP is the decay of en ergetic neutral hadrons into photons which are unre solved in the detector. We report here on the results of an analysis of en ergetic and isolated photons in hadronic events col lected at LEP with the L3 detector during the 1990 and 1991 runs.
We present comparisons with theoretical models. Two complementary approaches are currently avail able for a theoretical description of final state quark radiation produced at the Z° resonance: matrix eleThe L3 detector ment and leading logarithm (or parton shower) meth ods. In the matrix element approach, the cross-section is expanded systematically in powers of the electro magnetic coupling constant, a, and the running strong coupling constant, as [3] . In the leading logarithm approach, the cross-section is expanded to all orders in the coupling constants, but only the leading loga rithmic terms are used. These logarithmic terms dom inate the cross-section for collinear and soft radia tion, and this is the limit in which this approach is strictly applicable. A smooth extrapolation to hard and isolated radiation is possible, but not necessarily accurate. Several Monte Carlo programs are available for describing the leading logarithmic structure of the cross-section with an iterative branching scheme; we present results using the programs ARIADNE [4] HERWIG [5] and JETSET [6] . These programs dif fer in the variables they use for a leading logarith mic expansion of the cross-section, but all perform an ad hoc matching of the first branch to the appro-# i priate first order matrix element [0 (a) for a q-*-qy branch, 0 ( a s) for a q-+qg branch]. The modelling of the hadronization effects is the same in ARIADNE and JETSET, but different in HERWIG.
We have also determined limits for three new pro cesses involving one or two hard photons in the final state:
Z o Y7, where Y is a narrow resonance decaying into hadrons.
Excited quark production.
o Sqq with S->yy, where S is a scalar boson.
The L3 detector [7] consists of a central tracking chamber (TEC), a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter composed of bismuth germanium oxide crystals, a ring of scintillation counters, a uranium and brass hadron calorimeter with proportional wire chamber readout, and an accurate muon chamber sys tem. These detectors are installed in a 12m diameter, 16 m long magnet, which provides a uniform field of 0.5 T along the beam direction.
The material in front of the electromagnetic calo rimeter amounts to less than 10% of a radiation length.
The energy resolution for electrons and photons is bet ter than 2% for energies above 1.5 GeV. The angu lar resolution for electromagnetic clusters with energy above 5 GeV is better than 2 mrad.
Selection of hadronic events with hard photons
The primary trigger for hadronic events requires a total energy of 15 GeV in the calorimeters. This trigger is in logical OR with another trigger using only the barrel scintillation counters and also with a chargedtrack trigger. The combined trigger efficiency to select hadronic events exceeds 99.9% [8] .
The selection of hadronic events is based on the energy measured in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. Events are accepted if
<0.40,

VIS
#1
The program has been run with MSTA(20) 2 where Evis is the total energy observed in the calorime ters, E\\ is the energy imbalance along the beam direc tion, and E± is the transverse energy imbalance. An algorithm is used to group into clusters, neighbouring calorimeter signals, which are likely to be produced by the same particle. Only clusters with a total energy above 100 MeV are used. The number of clusters pro duced is approximately proportional to the number of particles in the event, so the cut on the number of clusters rejects low multiplicity non-hadronic events. Applying the same cuts to simulated events, we find that 98% of the hadronic decays from the Z° are ac cepted.
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In order to reduce the contribution from initial state photons and interference between initial and final state radiation, we limit our study to hadronic events detected near the peak of the Z° resonance, in the cen ter of mass energy range 91.0 < < 91.5 GeV. We collected 323 674 of such events.
While jets are reconstructed in the angular region 5° < 6 < 175°, photon candidates are selected only from the barrel region of the electromagnetic detector (45° <6 < 135°), where the contribution from initial state radiation is minimal.
For efficiency and background studies we use ~ 890000 Monte Carlo events generated using JET SET with parton shower and string fragmentation. We also use ~ 260 000 events, generated with HER WIG for studies of systematic errors. The two sam ples have been passed through the full L3 detector simulation #2.
The main background to final state radiation is due to 7T°'s and rfs decaying into photons. Since these mesons tend to have a relatively low energy and are emitted close to the direction of the jets, the ratio of the direct photon signal with respect to the back ground is enhanced when looking for high energy, iso lated neutral electromagnetic clusters. We define photon candidates as clusters in the cen tral electromagnetic calorimeter with an energy E > 5 GeV, and with no charged track within a region S< f> = ±1.15° in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. We eliminate part of the background by requiring no other electromagnetic clusters, with an energy above 500 MeV, in a cone of half-angle = 15° around the candidate direction.
Such isolation criteria are sensitive to the presence of jet fragments inside the isolation cone. In order to check the accuracy of Monte Carlo generators in sim ulating the inter-jet fragmentation two methods have been applied: ( 1 ) the measurement of the isolation of randomly generated vectors in hadronic events [ 1 1 ], and (2 ) the counting of the multiplicity of low en ergy calorimetric clusters between jets. We find that the generators JETSET and HERWIG, after full de tector simulation, correctly reproduce the low energy inter-jet activity under the following conditions: #2 The L3 detector simulation is based on GEANT Ver sion 3.14 [9] . The GHEISHA program [10] is used to simulate hadronic interactions.
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-The isolation is conservatively defined with respect to clusters having an energy greater than 500 MeV. A lower energy threshold of 100-200 MeV would be more suitable for background rejection, but with such a threshold, the Monte Carlo simulations JETSET and HERWIG do not fully agree with each other and with the data. From the study of random beam gate trig gers and from the comparison of JETSET and HER WIG with data we conclude that the disagreement is not due to an imprecise detector simulation. The dis agreement is therefore attributed to inaccuracies of the Monte Carlo models in describing the production of low energy particles in the inter-jet region. We em phasize here that the observed differences are specific to the inter-jet region, i.e., no significant discrepancy is observed for the overall multiplicity of clusters with energy above 100 MeV.
-The isolated objects must be separated by more than 20° from the axis of each jet. The special config uration where an object is close to a jet axis, yet is iso lated with respect to other electromagnetic clusters, is not correctly reproduced by the simulation.
For each selected event, we form jets using the JADE algorithm [12] with the parameterycux = 0.05, excluding in turn each photon candidate from the reconstruction. We keep events containing at least one photon candidate which is isolated by more than After the above cuts, we are left with 3202 events of which 31 include more than one direct photon candi date. Using JETSET, the efficiency for selecting final state photons in our geometrical acceptance, which have Ey > 5 GeV and which are isolated by more than 20° from the axis of each jet, is estimated at 80%.
The initial state radiation background in our sam ple has been estimated to be 69 ± 5 events using JET SET. Because this generator has initial state radia tion implemented only to first order, we have used a different generator (BHAGENE [13] ) to estimate a contribution of -1 5 events from higher order cor rections. This number will be used as a contribution to our systematic error. The initial state contribution will always be subtracted in the following analysis. The (y ) background is estimated, using the KORALZ 3.8 [14] event generator, to be less than ~ 0.5% of the selected event sample and is therefore neglected.
Background estimation and final state photon yield
After the previous selection has been applied, the remaining background is due to neutral hadrons oc curring either as single isolated particles or in tight groups of particles which decay into adjacent pho tons. The Monte Carlo simulation indicates that the background decreases very fast when the energy cut increases, but also that a tail is still present up to 45 GeV. It is important to note that we are exploring a peripheral region of the jets where fragmentation models are not very reliable, in particular for ener gies above 5 GeV. Hence, it is not possible to directly subtract the background using Monte Carlo events. In order to minimize the use of the Monte Carlo, we determine whether or not an electromagnetic cluster is a single photon by studying the transverse shower profile in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
For each candidate we compute the function
where Ex is the energy observed in crystal /, i = 1,..., N, N is the number of crystals with an energy deposit in the cluster and £/(0o90o> Wq) is the en ergy that would be deposited in crystal i by a single photon of energy Wq hitting the calorimeter at po sition (Bo,<t>o), as predicted by the detector simula tion program GEANT 3.14 [9] . The weighting func tion, (¿¡¿(Wo), associated with the energy fluctuations in crystal i for a single photon of energy W0, is cho sen to optimize the sensitivity of the algorithm in dis criminating single photon showers from multi-photon ones #3. The C function is minimized with respect to the parameters do, and Wq, and the minimum value of C is used as a parameter to discriminate between single and multiple photon showers. By comparing electron and photon showers pro duced by our Monte Carlo simulation with data from radiative dilepton Z° decays, we find that the C dis tributions agree in width and position to within 5%. We also observe that the C distribution for photons is nearly energy independent above 5 GeV.
In table 1 we show the algorithm's ability to reject #3 Compared to a standard %2 calculation, we found that a better sensitivity is obtained by giving larger weights to the eight crystals surrounding the central one. Table 1 Shower shape rejection power for 7t° as a function of the energy and corresponding photon identification efficiency for C < 40. n° mesons, choosing a cut, C < 40. We also indicate the corresponding photon identification efficiency.
In fig. 1 a, we show the C distribution for the selected events with C < 300, together with the predictions from JETSET. 90% of the signal from single photons is contained in the peak below C = 40. The Monte Carlo simulation indicates that the background from single neutral hadrons (mostly n°) has a distribution concentrated predominantly in the low part of the C spectrum. The JETSET phenomenology indicates that these "single" n° are mostly a direct product of string fragmentation; the selection of this component from JETSET events displays a peak at low C with a long tail. In contrast, decay products of heavier mesons can have many particles in the final state and we find that the electromagnetic clusters associated with these events give a flatter C distribution. With our isolation criteria, the magnitude of the "string" and "decay" components in the unmodified generator is almost identical.
The signal yield can be estimated by a twoparameter fit of the predicted single photon and background shapes to the data in the form
where D represents the data and S (B) is the Monte Carlo distribution for signal (background) normal ized to the total number of hadronic events. Rs and Rb are free parameters of the fit. We perform the fit in the region C < 120 which includes all the signal and minimizes the sensitivity to the multi-hadron contri bution from decay chains. The fit, shown in fig. lb , yields a signal of 848 ±55 events, which corresponds to a ratio between data and JETSET for the single photon yield of S 1.14 ± 0.06, The fit tends to overestimate the background con tribution in the region C > 150 by about 20%. This can be interpreted as a mistuning of the "string" com ponent of the background (containing most of the "single" 7r°'s ) relative to the component from decay chains. In order to estimate the effect of this mistun ing on the results of fit ( 1 ), we add an extra degree of freedom to our fit by allowing for a single n° yield different from the standard JETSET prediction.
The three parameter fit
takes into account the C distribution, predicted for a component of isolated single 7r°'s: Bno. The distribu tion Bno is a function of the n° energy spectrum. The latter is estimated as follows. The Monte Carlo back ground is scaled up by a factor 1.6 so as to fit the data for > 160. The excess of data over Monte Carlo for C < 120 is interpreted as isolated single 7r0,s and their energy spectrum in this region is estimated by subtracting the scaled Monte Carlo energy distribu tion from the data. The corresponding C distribution is denoted by Bno in eq. (2) . The result of a global fit (2 ) (0 < C < 300) is R S 1.09 ±0.07 (stat.), with the extra n°'s accounting for « 30% of the total back ground. We interpret the 0.05 deviation from fit (1 ) as a consequence of the mistuning of the two compo nents of background in JETSET and we use this result as an estimate of the associated systematic error.
Two possible origins of this discrepancy in the background composition beween data and JETSET were investigated in some detail [15] : (a) Small non-gaussian tails in the distribution of intrinsic p± introduced during fragmentation. This hypothesis has been tested by doubling the aPl_ for a fraction ƒ of the particles generated in the string fragmentation. We found that a factor two increase in the isolated background can be achieved for ƒ rs j 1.3%. (b) where the error is statistical only and accounts for both the data and Monte Carlo contributions. The fit gives a x 2 of 80 for 98 degrees of freedom, and the result changes by less than 2% when varying the fit region from 0 < C < 80 to 0 < C < 140. The background is underestimated in JETSET by the factor Rh = 1.88 ± 0.08 (stat.).
The main systematic error is associated with the background subtraction. We now discuss this topic in more detail. reduction in the light vector meson yield in the string fragmentation, compared to pseudoscalar meson production, also enhances the isolated component. Given the rather crude experimental knowledge of the peripheral region of the fragmentation process associated with our background, we are unable to exclude either of these two possibilities.
As a further study of the systematic error, we note that the C parameter cannot distinguish 7t°'s from single photons at energies above ~ 30 GeV, so we have been implicitly using JETSET to extrapolate the background subtraction at higher energy. Fig. 2 shows the measured energy distribution for data and JET-SET after a cut C < 40. The background predicted by JETSET has been rescaled by the factor 1.88 and contains 60 events for E > 30 GeV. A similar anal ysis of HERWIG events gives only 25 events in this region. We translate this difference into an error on /ft s of ± 0 . 0 4 . Since the angular isolation cuts and shower shape analyses both contribute to the background rejection in independent ways, we can estimate another con tribution to the systematic error by changing the an gular cuts and therefore leaving different amounts of background to be rejected by the shower shape anal ysis. We check the stability of the ratio Rs by varying from 20° down to the size of an electromagnetic # ■ cluster of 5° and find variations of ±0.04. Other contributions to the systematic error in the value of Rs are (a) inaccuracies in the shower shape modeling, (b) imprecision in the association of charged tracks and showers in the electromagnetic calorimeter, and (c) differences in signal acceptance due to the fragmentation model. To check the first point, the Monte Carlo C distribution, which was found to reproduce the data within 1 unit in position and RMS, is shifted and smeared by 1 unit, around the nominal position. The fit is performed again, resulting in a change of less than ± 0.02 in the value of Rs. The second point is checked by allowing S(j> to vary according to the relative resolution of the two detectors, giving a contribution of ±0.02. Finally, the last point is checked by comparing the signal accep tance obtained by JETSET with that from HERWIG (see section 5), resulting in a contribution of ± 0.02 to the systematic error.
We estimate the total systematic error on Rs as the quadratic sum of the contributions previously dis cussed (see table 2 ).
As a first cross-check to our background estimate, we perform a direct reconstruction of isolated n° and r\ mesons. In hadronic events, we select pairs of clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Each cluster must have an energy of at least 500 MeV and should be isolated by more than 5< f> = 1.15° from any charged tracks. We then apply the previously described energy and isolation cuts used for the photon selection, to the system formed by the two clusters.
The invariant mass distribution of the cluster pairs in the 7t° (rj) region is plotted in fig. 3a (fig. 3b) . By fitting two gaussians plus a smooth background shape, we find for the ratio between data and JETSET R n o 1.84 ±0.12 (stat.), 2.11 ± 0.22 (stat.).
We use these factors to rescale the JETSET predictions shown in fig. Due to the angular resolution of the electromag netic calorimeter, we are unable to reconstruct the mass of high energy 7t° mesons and it is not possi ble by this method to estimate the background due to neutral hadrons in the full energy spectrum. Never theless, since the background is concentrated at low energy ( fig. 2) , we conclude that this cross-check is consistent with our previous background estimate.
Since most of the charged tracks observed in the de tector are n± and most of our background arises from isospin symmetry can be used to further cross check the background estimate by comparing the pro duction rate of isolated charged hadrons in the data and in Monte Carlo simulation. We therefore search for charged tracks that fulfill the same energy and Our final result for the prompt photon yield relative to JETSET is S 1.14 ± 0.06(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.).
Comparison with QCD
We compare our data with the three event gener ators after having corrected for detector effects. For each of the distributions under study, we compute a set of correction coefficients, c(i) = ^pan(z)Miet(0, as the ratio of the distribution at the "particle level" (i.e., obtained by the analysis of the four-vectors given by the generators), part (/), to that at the detector level, dfox (/), for bin /. For this purpose, we use two samples of Monte Carlo events, generated using JET SET and HERWIG, which contain photons emitted by quarks . Each sample is equivalent to ~ 1.2 x 106 hadronic events. For each sample we obtain dpan 0 ) by applying the energy cut (Ey > 5 GeV) and the cut on the isolation to the closest jet (fj = 20° ), while the distribution d& tt (i) is computed using events sim ulated in the L3 detector to which the full set of cuts, described in section 3, has been applied along with a < 40. We find small differences of com cut requiring the order of 4% between the coefficients puted using the two different generators and we use the average of the two sets of coefficients to correct our data. The systematic errors on the correction pro- and the prediction of the Monte Carlo programs. How ever differences between models in the 30% range can be explained considering the necessary extrapolation from the soft and collinear limit where the approach is strictly applicable. The fact that we do not observe stronger discrepancies between the models is proba bly due to a forced matching, in all models, of the first branch to the O (a) matrix element. Tests of some of the above QCD calculations have been already re ported by other Collaborations at LEP [ 11,19- 
Search for new processes
Our sample of events with one or two hard isolated photons can be used to search for new processes in volving photon emission. For this part of the analy sis, we employ the same cuts as described above, in cluding C < 40. We consider Z° radiative decay to a narrow resonance, which subsequently decays into hadrons: Z°->Yy with Y-»hadrons.
(b) Production of one or two excited quarks, which decay radiatively: Z o « * *and Z°-+q*q with Q q y .
Production of a scalar boson, S, which decays into two photons: Z°->S + hadrons with S yy.
Cases (a) and (c) are also signatures for Higgs pro duction. Limits for the first two processes have been previously published [22, 19, 23, 20] .
In the case of the Z° decaying radiatively to a nar row high mass resonance, the signature expected is a monochromatic photon plus jets. We make use of the high precision photon energy measurement of the L3 detector to determine the mass of the particles recoil ing against the photon. The resolution of the recoil mass is determined from the photon energy resolu tion and is better than 2% for My > 50 GeV. We scan the data for a peak in the recoil mass spectrum using a mass window given by A My = 0.03(5 -M y ) /My [23]. The bin size, A My, is chosen so that more than 80% of the signal from a narrow resonance is con fined to a single bin in the recoil mass spectrum. The background is estimated by fitting a smooth curve to the data, thus avoiding the uncertainties coming from Monte Carlo background predictions. We find no statistically significant excess. The acceptance of our cuts, as determined from the signal Monte Carlo, varies from 33% at My = 35 GeV to 24% at My 85 GeV . The 95% confidence level upper limit on <7(e+e Z o Yy) x BR(Y->hadrons) is shown in fig. 5a . This result significantly improves our previ ous limit [23] .
The existence of excited quarks is a natural con sequence of various composite models [24] . Excited quarks can be produced singly or in pairs. In the pair production case, only q* with masses smaller than the beam energy can be produced, while in the single pro duction case we can search for q* with masses up to * < Mz -Mn. To study the production of a pair M and using all five flavours, the production cross-section can be calculated and we extract a limit on BR(q*->qy) < 4% for Mq* up to 45 GeV. To investigate single q* production, we search for a peak in the y-jet invariant mass spectrum, considering only those events which are made up of a photon and exactly two hadronic jets. The y-jet invariant mass resolution is improved by imposing the constraints of energy and momentum conservation upon each event.
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The improvement comes from using the accurate pho ton energy and the relatively well-measured jet an gles to determine the jet energies. Monte Carlo sim ulations [25,28] predict a y-jet invariant mass res olution better than 2 GeV, independent of Mq*. We use a bin size of 4 GeV to scan for a peak in the yjet invariant mass spectrum. As in the narrow reso nance case, the background is estimated from a fit to the data. The acceptance, calculated from the signal Monte Carlo and including the 4 GeV binning effi ciency, varies with q* mass from 27% at 80 GeV to 41% at 50 GeV. This gives a 95% confidence level up per limit on cr(e+e"->Z0->q*q) x BR(q*-*qy) < 10 pb, which is shown as a function of Mq* in fig. 5b (dotted line). Finally, we consider the possibility of Z° decay into a scalar boson, S, which subsequently decays into two photons. As a model to study the acceptance of our analysis, we identify S with the Higgs boson, H°. In the standard model, the Higgs cannot couple to photons at tree level; however, the H°-+yy decay can proceed via one-loop diagrams involving charged fermions and W bosons. As mentioned above, we have found 4 events with a pair of final-state photons. We use the PYTHIA 5.6 Monte Carlo [29] to simulate Higgs events with the Higgs decaying into two photons. The acceptance varies from 19% to 35% in the range 10 < Mr < 7 0 GeV. The yy invariant mass resolution is « 6% for Mn = 10 GeV and is better than 2% for Mr > 30 GeV. Using this estimate for the resolution, we find that the four events falling in the mass re gion explored, appear in different yy invariant mass bins. No background has been subtracted, leading to the conservative 95% confidence level upper limit for cr(e+e" -+H°-|-hadrons) xBR(H°->yy) which is plot ted as a function of Mn in fig. 5b (solid line) . The limit is still several orders of magnitude above the standard model prediction.
Conclusions
We have studied the production of direct photons in hadronic Z°decays. We have found that the back ground due to isolated, energetic neutral hadrons de caying into photons is underestimated in JETSET by a factor of almost 2. After background subtraction, we measure the branching ratio for direct photon events relative to the total hadron production to be BR(Z°-^hadrons + y)
BR ( We have also compared the distributions of the pho ton energy, its transverse energy with respect to the event thrust and its angle to the jet axis, to the pre dictions of three QCD leading logarithm calculations. The differences between the models are of the order of 30%. With the accuracy of the analysis, we observe a good general agreement between our measurements and the model predictions and we cannot discrimi nate between them.
We have also used our data set to search for new processes involving hard photons, we find no evidence for processes beyond the standard model and we have set limits for the reactions: Z°->Yy with Y-►hadrons, Z°->-q*q*, Z°->q*q with q*->qy and Z°->S + hadrons with S-
